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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. Transport is recognized as a key sector in econoaic activity and 

investaent. It is also an iaportant catalyst in econoaic and social 

development. As such, the iaprovement of the transport situation and the aeans 

to increase and strengthen this sector's contribution to the industrialization 

process in developing countries deserves careful attention. However, there 

cannot be industrialization without econoaic basis. At the beginning of this 

econ011ic basis lies agriculture. 

2. Indeed, agricultur~ is the backbone of econoaic development in aost 

developing countries, and for this reason governaents in these countries have 

given the highest priority to the development and strengthening of their 

agricultural base - broadly understood to include crops, livestock, fisheries 

and forestry - and to aining. The aia is to generate the surplus needed for the 

growth of industry and other servir.es, while achieving a better integration 

between agriculture and industry. It is therefore important to develop those 

industries that can contribute not only lo increasing and sustaining 

agricultural productivity but also to fostering rural development. 

3. As such, the development of rural areas will re~uire better transport 

infrastructure and aore transport equipment alternatives, especially for the 

large nUllher of saall faraers usually identified as target groups. In this 

cont~xt, transport requireaents for agricultural produce should be given 

priority in line with the iaportance assigned to the agricultural sector in 

order to ensure an orderly development of the latter in developing countries. 
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II. ROLE AND PRISRN"l' STATUS OF RURAL TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

4. Considering the characteristics of the system of agricultural production and 

the need for product distribution and final CODSUllPtion, the transport equipment 

used can be classified in two clearly differentiated categories: 

(i) Transport equipment used to move agricultural products from the place of 

production to the rural collection or storage points or the processing 

centres (agro-industry) that are located in the &g!"icultural areas 

themselves, the plantations or close by, for which short distance tranr.port 

equip.ent is required; 

(ii) Transport equipment with which agricultural products are moved fr<lll the 

rural collection or storage points to the urban centres, ports or export 

destinations for their processing or final consU11Ption. Such mediua- and 

long-distance transport equipment should be considered owing to its 

importance for the operation of the agricultural production system and its 

influence on the generation of surpluses and capitalization in the rural 

environ11ent!I. 

5. A variety of transport lle8D8 and modes are used to meet 11&rketing and other 

needs. In African 88 well 88 Asian rural areas, headloading is by far the llOSt 

c~n means of tranaport. It is used for on-farm transport, gathering of 

firewood, water and trips to and frOll ~rketing outlets. Wheelbarrows and 

anillal-drawn carts or sledges are used by some far11ers for on-farm transport and 

gathering of aupplies over short distances. Off-farm transport CCJllPrises trips 

to 11&rket centres rr certain social &11eDities, such as health clinics and 

schools. Thia relates J10re to the conventional tran•port with 110torized 

vehicles. 

!I See Annex 1 for a list of the •in transport equipment used in rural areas. 

• 
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6. In most developing countries, where certain crops have gained a doainant 

por:ition and llBke a significant contribution to the national ecoDOllJ by way of 

exports (for exa111>le fruit in Chile, grain (wheat and sorghwa~ in Argentina and 

sugar-cane in Mexico), increasing specialization is f?und in the use and 

production of appropriate transport equipment to convey these products to the 

processing and storage centres. Typical equipment used includes trailers, fruit 

trucks, bin carriers, roller or belt conveyors, agricultural trucks and rural 

utility vehicles, such as four-wheel drive and pick-up trucks. It tthould be 

noted that there is a growing need for silos and appropriate systems for the 

storage and the processing of llOSt agricultural products. Indeed, in llOSt 

developing countries, crop losses are due to spoilage resulting froa lack c.f 

adequate storage facilities and lDlreliable transport, especially for large 

volumes of goods over long distances. Requirements for the conveyance of goods 

at this stage are usually met by road and rail to centres of consQ11Ption. At 

present, road transport is the most i11POrtant llOde. For instance, 60 per centg/ 
• 

of such traffic in Chile is undertaken by road transportation. 

7. The last three decades have seen an unprecedented expansion in the road 

system and 11e>tor vehicle stock of llOSt developing countries. The general 

expectation is that future growth will be somewhat slower. All available data 

i11Pli~ that transport facilities available in rural areas re11ain few and 

inappropriate. There are large numbers of people living in devP-loping countries 

with li•ited access to 11e>tor vehicles. These people are dependent on 

traditional means of transport; these are walking or headloading, backloading 

for goods, with a shoulderpole or yoke as a less common alternative. Sporadic 

use is to be found of bicycles, handcarts and wheelbarrows, and in SOiie areas, 

ani .. !s and ani11al-drawn carts. 

8. Adequate, reliable and econa111.cal transport ia an essential, although not in 

it.elf sufficient, requirement for the social and economic development of rural 

areas of developing countriee. Government policy-.akera and planners as well as 

aid aienciea involved in the preparation, finanr.ing and i11Plementation of rural 

g/ 12Yr": Rural transport equipment in Latin America by J. Arturo Portocarrero 
8., ID,IWQ.482/l(SPBC.) 
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transport investment progr!1 _.,.eo!lts at present tend to focus in aost of the caseos on 

infrBElructure projects, assU11iog that. private initiatives would respond to the 

demand for transport services. However, a UNIDO analysis bas revealed a n...her 

of other factors and problem; that hamper the development and operation of an 

appropriate and adequate total transport system, especially for many small 

farmers in Africa, Asia, and in Latin America, usually identified as target 

groups for the benefit of rural transport and rural development. 

9. In view of the scarc:ity of resources and current standards and costs of 

rural construction and i111>ro;;emenl, only slow progress can be expected in 

extending the geographical influence of aotor vehicle transport services to all 

productive, or potentially productive agricultural areas. In Brazil, for 

example, less than 2~ of rural roads can be expected to be improved within the 

next 15 to 20 years. In soae countries, public transport services operating on 

improved rural roads are out of reach of the poor half of t~e rural population 

ber.ause of the high fares charged for their use. Many proven basic vehicles and 

transport aeans (e.g. pack-·ani11al, bicycles, chee-kees, trailers, handcarts 

etc.) are found ir. different countries; t..JWever, these are very often unknown 

or not accepted in other areas where they could be of considerable advantage to 

those without physical or financial access to aotor cars, trucks or buses. 

Also, current planning e.phasizes road construction without full account being 

taken of existing requirements on the specific needs of rural transportation. 

ln addi lion, hindering the deVf~lopment of rural areas are foreign exchange 

restrictions, transport regulations, and ten1S and conditions of credit 

available to faraers. 

10. Moreover, in 110St developing countries the lack of effective sector-wide, 

•ultiaodal transport planning because of the fragmentation of the relevant 

adllinislrative apparatus, has resulted, as a c~ prflctice, in (a) using an 

additive approach in fra•ing their transport plans, and (b) deten1ining 

budgetary allocations for transport as a whole and for its various aodes and 

means within the overall national development plan. This situation baa 

obviously c:reated awareness of and concern in thoae ·~ountries over the 

shortcoaings of this planning procedure and led to recognition of the need for 

an integnled, sector--wide &Ji:-c•oach t.o t.ran•port planning. 

11. Rural transport is an activity which cannot be i•olated frOll a country's 

er.onOllY aK a whole. The 11ain objective of rural tran•port is to search for an 

agricultural exodus, i.e. to increase agri1;ultural production efficiency and 

improve the capability of the rural populetion to help thellilelves. 

r 
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III. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

12. In view cf the above, the Consultation is invited to exaaine the following 

aain aspects to be considered in the formulation of a strategy for integrated 

development of rural transport equipment in developing countries. 

a) In general, integrated develop11e11t of the transportation systea to the 

economy is recognized as one of the 110St i11POrtant factors in econcmic and 

social development. I91>rovement and growth of transport infrastructure and 

services are perceived as essential for ell sectors of the economy thereby 

generating de11a11d for transport equi1J11ent. 

b) Based upon this preaise, the formulation of a strategy for the 

develOJJ11ent of intecrated and systematic transport planning is of fundallental 

importance. Indeed, each llOde of transport such as railways, roads and feeder 

roads, watenntys, pipelines, as well as each means of ~ication bas specific 

advantages. Therefort:, planning for each llOde needs to he articulated and 

co-ordinated to ensure a proper C011Plementarity among thell and to supplellellt 

each other for the 110st efficient and econ011ical use. In addition, since 

transport needs would differ frOll country to country or frOll one region to 

another due to the local conditions as well as the sc..-ale and growth of econ011ic 

activities, it would be essential to develop specific strategies for each 

country or region. 

c) As already llelltioned, econe>11ic growth in llOSt developing countries 

depends on the perforaance of their agriculture. Bearing this in aind, in 

developing an efficient transport network in general, and road network in 

particular, high priority should he given to areas with high potential for 

agricultural developi11eDt 88 well 88 potential market centres which should be 

connected through such a network to prov1je access to easy supply of indust~ial 

inputs - fertilizer, pesticides, equilJlleDt and tools, 1111intenan...e •~rvices etc. 

- to agriculture and aarketing services of its outputs. These linkages can 

perait each sector'• growth to encourage and reinforce the growth of the other. 

It will also pave the way to develop the aarket centres as futurft C01111ercial and 

industrial centres within the fraaework of rural development. That requires the 

close interaction of planners, policy-..kers, technol()fiats, entrepreneur• and 

rural C0111UDity leaders for drmi1ing up a rural transport ..JllSter plan. 
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d) In developing strategies for a country or a region special attention 

should be paid to disadvantaged areas like re90te villages, isolated hills and 

islands, particularly with the ai• of creating employment opportunities for the 

people in those areas. 

e) Owing to the i11P<>rtance of transport services and their impact on the 

efficient functioning of the corresponding agricultural production system, 

investigation and specific feasibility studies should be underlbken on transport 

equipment associated with each pnxlur.t of significance to the national economies 

of a country or region. ft:ese studies should identify the most iJ1POrtant 

characteristics of equi~t for the transport of the product at its different 

st.ages. Special attention should be devoted to the handling of the product, the 

conditions of rural roads, the special envirOllllelltal requirements of product, 

loading and unloading .achinery, and storage and conservation requirements, as 

well as transport in larger vol...e to the llllrket or export centres, before 

launching any progr~ of development and prcmotion of rural transport 

equipment. 

f) In this connection, at the Global Preparatory Meeting, it was recognized 

by all participants that this line of action was very often neglected by planners 

and decision--.akers. It was therefore stressed that Governments as well as the 

actors involved in developing countries should grant priority to the prOllOtion 

of rural transport and 118DUf acture of related equipment in their national 

dP.velopment plans and progr81111eS. In this respect, the need was expressed -

once the different trHJlSport modes and their linkages have been appraised - to 

define the types of equipment suited to local conditions to be developed in the 

context of fan1 mechanization which should be an integral part of agricultural 

dP.velopment p)ans. 

g) This integrated 11Ultill0dal and sectoral planning should include the 

institutional 11&chinery to ensure its effectivener.~ and sustainability in order 

to use the scarce resources more rationally and to the maxi_. development 

benefit. That 118Chinery would have to be designed not only for planning but 

Rlso for monitoring such important fields a (a) pre-invest11eDtstuclies, {b) 

researcl1 and development, (c) industrial and inveatment promotion, (d) 

regulation of technology flOW8, (e) industrial, technological ir.fcrmation, etc. 

r 
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Principal t~ of ~ui~t used in rural transport 

Handcarts 

Wheelbarrows 

Animal-drawn carts 

Trailers and semi--tra1lers 

Bicycles, bicycle carts 

Simple aotorized transport equi~t 

Tractors and vans 

Trucks and platfonD trucks 

Roller or belt conveyors 

Basket elevators 

Shovel loaders 

Four-wheel-drive 

Pick-up chassis 

Truck chassis 

Vehicle bodies 

Locollotives 

Wagg on,; 

Annex ! 




